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App # 1: Zoom. Used for Pedagogical and Professional Purposes  

Description: Before 2020, I had never done a Zoom conference call, but now it feels like 

it is all I do. Educators, Ministers, Busniness People, and Leaders from all sector likely 

feel the same as I do. Once I began to master the app, it became a vital tool for being able 

to engage with my students and congregation. Below you’ll see a picture of one of the 

classes that I teach for the PenFL AG School of Ministry. My class was scattered all over 

the State of FL, but thanks to Zoom, it felt as though we were in the same room. The app 

enabled me to show my powerpoint, videos, and interact effectively with each student. In 

my experience, Zoom is one of the most user friendly tools I have at my disposal.  

Evidence of Engagement: This is a picture of me teaching a class recently for the PenFL 

Assemblies of God District School of Ministry on Zoom. 
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App # 2: WhatsApp. Used for Personal, Pedagogical, and Professional Purposes  

Description: I was originally introduced to WhatsApp by our missionaries to Cuba, the 

Cartledge family. When they traveled into Cuba, it was always very scary because they 

would be totally out of touch and off the grid for weeks. We would have no way of 

knowing if they were safe. Then they found WhatApp, and passed it on to us. As long as 

they had a wifi connection, we could text, talk, or video chat. Even though WiFi is not 

always available, it made it much more likely that they would be able to check in with us 

from time to time and at least let us know that they were safe. It has become a very 

convenient tool to use to be able to converse with missionaries all over the world and 

with local leaders in the educational space.  

Evidence of Engagement: These are two screenshots from the WhatsApp showing a 

conversation with Don Cartledge, a missionary to Cuba that our church supports. Also 

included is a pic of a conversation I had with Phil Baker, the Director for Ministry 

Studies Online, an onlin Bible School. Both of these conversations were for professional 

and Pedagogical purposes. I correspond with the missionaries that our church supports, 

and I am a Professor with Ministry Studies Online.  
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App # 3: SnapChat 

Description. The centeral feature of SnapChat is the temporary nature of the interactions 

between its users (Tillman, 2021). When people connect via this app, whatever they send 

to each other, beit pictures, text, or video, will eventually disappear and become 

unreachable to the users (Tillman, 2021). The idea behind this type of connection is the 

attempt to mimic as much as possible the natural flow of conversation (Tillman, 2021). 

The popularity of this app is truly phenominal. According to Dobies, Snapchat has over 

two hundred million active monthly users and the majority of those are listed as using the 

app on a daily basis (Dobies, 2016). With this kind of ever increasing usage out of 

college age students, every university and college should take notice.  

Warnings. The temporary nature of this app is a double edged sword. Its greatest 

strength is also where we find our greatest warning. Early on, this app became 

synonymous with inappropriate behavior, such as sexting, even though the majority of 

people polled say that they do not use the app for such things (Dobies, 2016). These types 

of behaviors will also be a temptation for people who use the app because built in to the 

fabric of the app is something that causes the evidence to disappear. Even still, as many 

of the younger generation begin to abandon the forerunners of social media like 

Facebook, schools of Higher Educatin are beginning to jump on the Snapchat bandwagon 

to reach them (Grove, 2016)  

Safeguards. While parental controls are available, they are not fullproof. There are many 

ways around these types of safe guards. This is an app designed to keep things in the 

dark, and that is where sin and temptation thrive. The only way to truly safeguard is to 

find a way to bring things into the light with accountability.   
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App # 4: TikTok  

Description. This Chinese based social media platform utilizes and capitalizes on short 

videos of no longer than sixty seconds to communicate across various forums and genres. 

According to a New York Times article, TikTok has broken out of a lot of the social 

media norms and has become some very different (Herman, 2019). This video sharing 

sensation is not about what you and your friends want, but rather the app itself is 

dictating to its users what it thinks its users want. According to Herman, often times 

people on TikTok have no idea why they are viewing what they are viewing, because 

TikTok has chosen their newsfeed for them (Herman, 2019). When one consideres the 

vast popularity of this app amoung students, the question for educators becomes , how 

can they capitalize on this for pedigalogical purposes? Hayes believes that,  “Social 

media can be used to enhance student and staff interactions and provide an alternative 

learning technique from the traditional whiteboard lecture approach” (Hayes, 2020). 

TikTok is perfectly suited to assist teachers in breaking up larger project into smaller bite 

sized pieces, making what would be more difficult work easier to understand (Hayes, 

2020). That said, with this type of media platform, the risks must be weighed against the 

cons as well.  

Warnings. While this app is very popular, the fact that it appears to attract a younger 

crowd also means it attracks preditors and bullies. Parents and adults are highly 

encouraged to put safeguards in place to attempt to protect their minors for such things, 

but there is no fullproof way to keep it all out (Thurrott, 2019).  
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Safeguards. Parents are able to monitor their childs behavior and settings can be put in 

place so that a minors account is not accessible to many, however, these are not 

completely able to stop all problems on TikTok (Thurrott, 2019). Inapproapriate connect 

is accessible to all, and many bad behaviors are encouraged through this app, often times 

directed towards children (Thurrott, 2019). Parents and teachers alike are encouraged to 

educate their kids and students of these dangers before allowing them to use this app.   

App # 5: Whisper  

Description. This social media app gives the allusion that you can post anything you 

want without anyone knowing who you are or from where you are posting (Online 

Parenting, 2020). According to the apps description, people may anonumously interact 

with each other around topics and locations. This is intended for people to feel free to 

express themselves truly without being publically shamed or known for who they really 

are on the inside. Perhaps this could be utilized in educational circle for anonymous 

teacher reviews or class reviews or for suggested improvements. However the cons far 

outweigh the pros in this particular case. Fanti’s research show that there are ways for 

advertisers and companys to discover the authorship of posts and use that data to target 

the app’s users for their own purposes (Fanti, 2016). This means that our anonymity on 

these apps are therefore compromised.  

Warnings. Conversations and interactions between people can lead to very dangerous 

predatorial situations, especially as it relates to children (Online Parenting, 2020). Parants 

and teachers are strongly cautioned.  

Safeguards. Whisper tracks the online behavior and locations of its users (Olson, 2014). 

The only real safeguard in this case is to act responsibly or not use the app at all.   
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App # 6: #GroupMe 

Description. GroupMe is a bulk texting communications app that works on almost any 

device. Any teacher or leader looking to enhance group communications will find this 

free app very useful. Gronseth discovered that these types of messageing apps gave 

learners the chance to connect in helpful ways (Gronseth, 2019). Further findings show 

that, “online course discussions, small group work, and other course communications” 

were able to be successfully facilited through GroupMe (Gronseth, 2019).  

Warnings. There are some cautions with regards to bulk texting and cheating on exams 

and assignments according Reddit. NBC reported that there are lots of opportunities for 

these bulk conversations to be hacked by unwanted solicitors or worse (Chatman, 2018).  

Safeguards. Having good communication and specific expectations for the use of bulk 

convesations goes a long way to preventing these types of harmful behaivors. Educators 

should inform their students that the teachers have access to all conversations and that 

inappropriate behavior will not be tolerated.  

App # 7: WhatsApp  

Description. This app is a worldwide, widly popular app that is used to send video, 

voice, text, and more to your contacts. It also has the great feature of free international 

communication (Dove, 2021). Güler’s research found that this app became very useful 

for Higher Educadtion as a peer to peer assessement tool (Güler, 2017). Another study 

concluded that students who used WhatsApp for their Higher Educational needs found 

the app to be “easy, fun, and useful” (Gasaymeh, 2017). Since many of the students were 

already used to the app for personal applications, the transition to educational purposes 

was seemless (Gasaymeh, 2017) 
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Warnings. Doffman’s article points out several flaws, security breaches and backdoors 

hidden within the app (Doffman, 2021). Also, Whatsapp is very vulnerable to hackers 

and malware.  

Safeguards. Gibbons offers these points of caution for safeguarding your WhatsApp 

experience (Gibbons, 2020): 1) Set up two step verification, 2) Update your profile 

security, 3) Sort group privacy settings, 4) Lock WhatsApp with Touch ID and Face ID. 

Folloowing these safety protocols will go a long way to helping bring security and piece 

of mind to the WhatsApp user.  

 

Biblical Application 

 With each one of these social media apps, there are wonderful educational possibilities as 

well as dangers and traps that one might fall. Like anything on the internet, it is a double edge 

sword. There are good things on the net, as well as terribile and horrific things that one might 

access. Most of the hidden dangers with these apps are just that, hidden. They capture people 

when there is no accountability. They tempt people and lure them into the darkness of anonymity 

and trip people into the age old lie that no one will ever know or find out. As it says in the Book 

of Numbers 32:23, we are to, “Be sure your sin will find you out.” Luke 8:17 agrees, “For there 

is nothing hidden that will not be disclosed, and nothing concealed that will not be known or 

brought out into the open.” Eventually that which is done in the dark and in secret will be made 

known, and those sins come back to bite us. They have the potential to destroy our relaitonships, 

careers, and even our very lives. We need light and accountability all around us when dealing 

with social media. Otherwise we may fall into the trap of the enemy.  
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